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Abstrat
Likely andidates for the global potential energy minima of (H2O)n
lusters with n ≤ 21 on the (0001)-surfae of graphite are found us-
ing basin-hopping global optimization. The potential energy surfaes
are onstruted using the TIP4P intermoleular potentials for the wa-
ter moleules (the TIP3P is also explored as a seondary hoie), a
Lennard-Jones water-graphite potential, and a water-graphite polar-
ization potential that is built from lassial eletrostati image meth-
ods and takes into aount both the perpendiular and parallel eletri
polarizations of graphite. This potential energy surfae produes a
rather hydrophobi water-graphite interation. As a onsequene, the
water omponent of the lowest graphite-(H2O)n minima is quite losely
related to low-lying minima of the orresponding TIP4P (H2O)n lus-
ters. In about half of the ases the geometrial substruture of the wa-
ter moleules in the graphite-(H2O)n global minimum oinides with
that of the orresponding free water luster. Exeptions our when
the interation with graphite indues a hange in geometry. A om-
parison of our results with available theoretial and experimental data
is performed.
∗
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1 Introdution
The interation of arbonaeous materials suh as fullerenes, arbon nan-
otubes and graphite with atoms and moleules share many properties. In
partiular, in this work we will be onerned with the interation between
water and graphite. A deep understanding of the features and properties of
this interation is of partiular interest in tehnologial appliations, suh as
those related with the use of water as a lubriant for graphite [1, 2℄, and, more
indiretly, in the behavior of water at the nanometer sales when material
related to graphite, suh as arbon nanotubes, are present. Water-graphite
interation is also relevant in the design of orrosion-free ombustion ham-
bers and roket nozzles, sine water is a universal ombustion produt and
graphite is an important surfae material beause of its hemial inertness
under extreme onditions [3℄. Other elds beneting from this knowledge
inlude the environmental sienes [4℄ and astrophysis [5℄, sine graphite is
a good andidate for the omposition of nano partiles and dust grains.
Despite the natural abundane of water and graphite, relatively few exper-
imental data are available for their interation. Studies at low temperature
(T = 85 K) and low overage using temperature programed desorption and
vibrational high resolution eletron energy loss spetrosopy have shown that
water is adsorbed non dissoiatively on the graphite surfae forming hydro-
gen bonded aggregates with a two dimensional struture that hanges into
a three dimensional one upon warming [6℄. The water arrangement for the
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two-dimensional struture is unknown, as is also unknown the role played by
small water lusters in the growth of these strutures.
Experimental information about the water-graphite binding energies and
strutural aspets is urrently laking even for the water-monomer adsorp-
tion. To our knowledge, there are only the early water-graphite binding
energy by Kieslev et al. (15.0 kJ/mol) [7℄ and the more reent assoiation
energy reported by Kasemo et al. [6℄.
In the last few years some results from theoretial alulations have been
made available. Some of these studies are onerned with marosopi fea-
tures of the water-graphite interation. In this group we an inlude the work
by Werder et al. [8℄, who t an interation potential form to experimental
data for the ontat angle of water nanodroplets on graphite surfaes. A
similar sheme is used by Pertsin et al. to simulate lubriant properties from
a water-graphite interation that was previously tted to ab-initio [9℄ and
empirial data [10℄. Finally Gatia et al. have used empirial water-graphite
potentials to look for a wetting transition [11℄.
Ab initio alulations have been reently reported. By using seond-order
Möller-Plesset perturbation theory, Feller et al. [12℄ have provided the inter-
ation energy between a water moleule and aenes as large as C96H24; the
value of 24 kJ/mol that was obtained for this energy seems to be unphysially
high [13℄. This onlusion is onrmed by the reent theoretial alulations
by Sudiarta and Geldart [14℄. Using the same Möller-Plesset sheme for
a water moleule on both hydrogen and uorine terminated aenes, these
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authors demonstrated the important ontribution of this boundary to the
water-aene binding energy. After removing this eet and extrapolating to
an innite graphene they reported a value of 10.2 kJ/mol. Density fun-
tional theory (DFT) total energy alulations were performed by Cabrera
Sanfélix et al. [15℄ to study strutural aspets of water layers on graphite.
Absolute binding energies were not provided and no global energy minimiza-
tion was done. These tasks are performed in later alulations using DFT
tight-binding methods omplemented with empirial van der Waals fore
orretions (DFTB-D) [3, 16℄. In these works, lusters with up to 6 water
moleules on graphite are studied and the optimal strutures and the bind-
ing and assoiation energies were provided. Besides, these results are om-
pared with those obtained with integrated ONIOM (ab-intio B3LYP:DFTB-
D+semiempirial PM3) methods [3℄. In these studies graphite is represented
by up to three-layer aenes. In all these DFT studies the aene boundary
eets are not removed.
A full empirial approah has been followed by Karapetian et al. [13℄
by using the Dang-Chang model for the water-water interation and a po-
larizable potential model for the water-graphene interation that inludes
dispersion-repulsion ontributions by means of Lennard-Jones pairwise in-
terations. In this potential the polarization term is built by assoiating an
isotropi polarizable enter with eah arbon atom. The interation between
these enters, when polarized, is negleted. Again, only lusters with up to
6 water moleules are onsidered.
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A similar empirial approah shall be followed in our present work. Be-
ause of its ability to reprodue the struture of water lusters, we will use
the TIP4P model for the water-water interation [17℄. In order to analyze
dependene of our results on this hoie, we shall also onsider the TIP3P
water-water interation model [17℄. The water-graphite interation analyti
model shall inlude a dispersion-repulsion term, built from the sum of innite
Lennard-Jones pairwise interations using the Steele method, and a polar-
ization ontribution whih shall be built using eletrostati image methods
that take into aount the anisotropi response of graphite. We shall provide
likely andidates for the global potential energy minima of graphite-(H2O)n
lusters with n ≤ 21. We shall employ basin-hopping global optimization to
identify these global minima. From the struture and energetis of these min-
ima we shall eluidate about the hydrophobi nature of the water-graphite
interation at the lowest temperatures, and the dependene of the results on
the potential model.
This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we disuss our expression
for the potential energy surfae as a sum of Coulomb, dispersion-repulsion,
and polarization ontributions. In Setion 3 we present likely andidates for
the luster global potential energy minima together with their assoiation
and binding energies. Here we shall ompare our values with the available
data. Finally, Setion 4 summarizes our onlusions.
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2 The Potential Energy Funtion
The losed-shell eletroni struture of both graphite and water makes an em-
pirial approah to the potential energy surfae (PES) for the water-graphite
and water-water interations partiularly attrative. We write the potential
energy of a graphite-(H2O)n luster as a sum of two ontributions
V = Vww + Vwg, (1)
where Vww is the sum of pairwise water-water interations, and Vwg is the
water-graphite term. For the water-water interation we have hosen the
TIP4P form as a primary hoie, but we will also onsider the TIP3P model.
These models desribe eah water moleule as a rigid body with two positive
harges on the hydrogen atoms and a balaning negative harge either lose
to the oxygen atom (TIP4P) or just at the oxygen atom (TIP3P), together
with a dispersion-repulsion enter on the oxygen atom. Hene, Vww is a sum
of pairwise additive Coulomb and Lennard-Jones terms. These models have
been used in the study of homogeneous water lusters [18, 19, 20℄, water
lusters ontaining metalli ations [21, 22℄, and water-C60 lusters [23℄.
The water-graphite interation is written as
Vwg = Vdr + Vpol, (2)
where Vdr is a sum of pairwise dispersion-repulsion terms between the oxy-
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gen and the arbon atoms. Eah of these terms is expressed as a Lennard-
Jones potential, whose parameters were obtained using the standard Lorentz-
Berthelot ombination rules from the orresponding parameters for the oxygen-
oxygen and arbon-arbon interations in TIP4P and TIP3P water and Steele
[24℄ graphene-graphene potentials, respetively. Speially, we used the val-
ues εCO = 0.389 kJ/mol and σCO = 3.28 Å for the TIP4P, and εCO = 0.385
kJ/mol and σCO = 3.28 Å for the TIP3P, whih are similar to those derived
by Werder et al. [8℄ to t the ontat angle for a water droplet on a graphene
surfae. An analyti form for Vdr an be obtained using Steele summation
method [24, 25℄ over the graphite periodi struture by writing the intera-
tion, Udr, of a dispersion enter at the point (x, y, z) with a graphite layer
loated at the surfae z = 0 (the origin of the referene frame is hosen at
the enter of a arbon hexagon), as a Fourier series, i.e.
Udr(x, y, z) = U0(z) +
∑
l>0
Ul(z)fl(x, y) (3)
We have heked that the ontribution to this expansion from terms with
l > 1 is negligible. Up to l = 1, we have
U0(z) =
8piεCOσ
2
CO√
3a20
[
2
5
(
σCO
z
)10
−
(
σCO
z
)4]
, (4)
U1(z) =
8piεCOσ
2
CO√
3a20

 1
60
(
2piσ2CO√
3a0z
)5
K5(
4piz√
3a0
)−
(
2piσ2CO√
3a0z
)2
K2(
4piz√
3a0
)

 ,
(5)
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and
f1(x, y) = −2
{
cos
[
2pi
a0
(
x+
y√
3
)]
+ cos
[
2pi
a0
(
x− y√
3
)]
+ cos
[
4piy√
3a0
]}
,
(6)
where a0 = 1.42 Å is the C-C distane in the graphite layer, Km(z) are the
modied Bessel funtion of mth order, and f1(x, y) is the rst orrugation
funtion. The total dispersion-repulsion interation is obtained as a sum of
Udr terms over eah graphite layer. We have obtained well onverged values
by inluding the U0 ontribution from the two upper layers and the rst
orrugation of the rst layer.
In Eq. (2), Vpol inludes the energy assoiated with the polarization of
graphite due to the eletri eld of all the water point harges. This many-
body interation, whih will turn out to be smaller than Vdr, was evaluated
using a ontinuum representation of graphite. We will evaluate two ontri-
butions to Vpol,
Vpol = V‖ + V⊥, (7)
eah one assoiated, respetively, with the response of graphite to the ele-
tri eld omponent parallel and perpendiular to the graphite surfae. For
the rst one, V‖, we will assume that graphite behaves as a lassial ondu-
tor, whih allows us to make use of the image harge method to obtain (in
Gaussian units)
V‖ = −
∑
i
q2i
4zi
− 1
2
∑
i 6=j
qiqj
r′ij
, (8)
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where qi is eah of the water eletri point harges and r
′
ij is the distane
between the harge qi and the image of the harge qj , i.e., r
′
ij = [(xi− xj)2 +
(yi − yj)2 + (zi + zj)2]1/2.
In order to evaluate V⊥, we will assume that a graphite layer (at z = 0)
has, in reiproal spae, a surfae polarizability density α⊥(kxky) suh that
when an eletri eld depending on the surfae point and perpendiular
to the layer, E⊥(x, y) =
1
2pi
∫
dkxdkye
−i(kxx+kyy)E⊥(kx, ky), is applied, an
eletri dipole density, I⊥(x, y) =
1
2pi
∫
dkxdkye
−i(kxx+kyy)I⊥(kx, ky), is in-
dued on that layer, with I⊥(kxky) = α⊥(kxky)E⊥(kx, ky). If we now ne-
glet the dependene of α⊥ on kx and ky (whih is a valid approximation
if E⊥(x, y) depends smoothly enough on the surfae point), then we would
have I⊥(x, y) = α⊥E⊥(x, y), with α⊥ = α⊥(0, 0) being the eletri polariz-
ability in a uniform eletri eld perpendiular to the layer. In this way we
an alulate the dipole density indued in the graphite layer by an eletri
harge qi at the point (xi, yi, zi), and from this dipole density we an evaluate
its eletri eld and the eletri fore between the polarized layer and that
harge. One readily shows that the eletri eld due to the polarized surfae
in the half-spae of the harge (z > 0) is equal to the eletri eld indued by
an image dipole pi = −2piα⊥qi at the point (xi, yi,−zi) and diretion parallel
to the z axis. This result an be generalized additively to the ase of several
eletri point harges, all of them loated in the spae region z > 0. From
the orresponding image dipoles we an obtain their eletri fore on eah
9
harge, and from here the interation potential V⊥, namely
V⊥ = −
∑
i
2piα⊥q
2
i
8z2i
− 1
2
∑
i 6=j
2piα⊥qiqj(zi + zj)
r′3ij
. (9)
The use of expression (9) requires the knowledge of α⊥. The value of this
polarizability density may be estimated from ε⊥, the relative eletri per-
mittivity of graphite for applied eletri elds perpendiular to the (0001)
surfae, whose value is ε⊥ = 5.75. Following Hannay's alternative deriva-
tion of the Clausius-Mossotti equation [26℄, we shall require the form of the
diverging term in the expression of the eletri eld indued by a uniform
surfae dipole density of magnitude I⊥ and diretion perpendiular to the
surfae. The magnitude of this term is readily found to be −4piI⊥δ(z). By
spae averaging it, we obtain the loal eletri eld on eah graphite layer
Elocal = E + 4piI⊥/d, where d = 3.35 Å is the layer-to-layer distane and
E is the magnitude of the marosopi eletri eld in the medium. Then
from the relation I⊥ = α⊥Elocal, and the expression P =
(ε⊥−1)
4pi
E relating the
volume polarization density P = I⊥/d and E, we arrive at the desired result
α⊥ =
d(ε⊥ − 1)
4piε⊥
. (10)
We obtain by this proedure the value α⊥ = 0.220 Å.
Being onsistent with our metalli assumption for V‖, in the evaluation
of the polarization ontribution to the water-graphite interation potential
we shall assume total sreening of the eletri eld by the external graphite
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surfae. Therefore, only the most external graphite layer shall be onsidered
in this evaluation.
We have also heked the relevane of the MLahlan substrate mediated
interation [27℄ between the water moleules in the presene of the onduting
graphite layer and found it to be negligible (∼ 0.03% of the total interation
energy for the water dimer on graphite); therefore, we shall not inlude this
term in our potential energy.
As mentioned in the Introdution, Karapetian et al. [13℄ have proposed
a dierent model potential for the polarization ontribution to the water-
graphite interation energy. These authors loate an isotropi polarizable
enter at eah arbon atom and alulate the polarization energy as a sum of
the ontributions from eah enter. This model does not take into aount the
olletive properties of the deloalized pi eletrons and neglets ompletely
all sreening eets among the indued dipole moments. We have estimated
that these defets of this model lead to an overestimation of the polarization
energy by a fator of two for the water monomer.
3 Global Potential Energy Minima
Likely andidates for the global potential energy minima of graphite-(H2O)n
lusters with n ≤ 21 were loated using the basin-hopping sheme [28℄, whih
orresponds to the `Monte Carlo plus energy minimization' approah of Li
and Sheraga [29℄. This method has been used suessfully for both neutral
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[28℄ and harged atomi and moleular lusters [23, 30, 31, 32, 33℄, along with
many other appliations [34℄. In the size range onsidered here the global
optimization problem is relatively straightforward, but somewhat more ostly
than in the water-C60 lusters [23℄. The global minimum is generally found in
fewer than 7× 104 basin-hopping steps, independent of the random starting
geometry. In some ases, starting out from the (H2O)n global potential
minimum, the orresponding global minimum for graphite-(H2O)n is found
even faster.
For graphite-(H2O)n lusters, assoiation energies, ∆Ea, are dened for
the proess
graphite+ nH2O = graphite-(H2O)n; −∆Ea. (11)
We also dene the water binding energy, ∆Eb, as the dierene between the
assoiation energies of graphite-(H2O)n and (H2O)n, i.e.
graphite+ (H2O)n = graphite-(H2O)n; −∆Eb. (12)
The lusters in these expressions are assumed to be in their global minimum.
The strutures and assoiation energies employed here for the global minima
of (H2O)n oinide preisely with those obtained by Wales and Hodges [18℄
and Kabrede and Hentshke [19℄.
For omparison with the available data, we plot in Fig. 1 the assoiation
and binding energies dened in (11) and (12) as a funtion of the number of
12
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Figure 1: Assoiation, ∆Ea/n (a), and binding, ∆Eb (b), energies per water
moleule, for the global minima of water-graphene lusters. Our results:
irles for TIP4P and diamonds for TIP3P. Other alulations: DFTB-D
[16℄ (rosses); DFTB-D [3℄ (asterisks); empirial [13℄ (up triangles); ONIOM
[3℄ (down triangles); Möller-Plesset [14℄ (square, only for n = 1).
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water moleules, n ≤ 6, for water on graphene. Our energies for the TIP3P
model are somewhat higher than those for the TIP4P. With the exeption
of the ONIOM data, our binding and assoiation energies are systematially
lower and higher, respetively, than the ab initio and other empirial poten-
tial values. However, it is well known that DFT methods tend to overestimate
the binding energies. Furthermore, the aene-boundary eets disussed in
the Introdution have not been removed in the ab initio alulations, exept
in Sidarta and Geldart's binding energy for the water monomer. It is also
relevant to remind here the overestimation of the polarization energy that
takes plae in the empirial potential model by Karapetian et al., as men-
tioned at the end of Setion 2. Taking all these fats into aount, we an
onlude that the binding energies provided by our interation model are
quite reliable.
Assoiations energies for n ≥ 2 are dominated by the water-water in-
teration. As far as the empirial potential data are onerned, dierenes
in these assoiation energies are a onsequene of the dierent water-water
model interation used in eah ase. The lower ab initio values reported
by Xu et al. an be attributed to the poor desription of the water-water
interation in their DFTB-D sheme.
The strutures of the lowest minima obtained for graphene-(H2O)n with
1 < n ≤ 6 oinide with those provided by the other available alulations
and with the strutures that we will obtain later for the graphite-(H2O)n
lusters. For n = 1, our alulation, as the one done by Karapetian et al.,
14
provides an H2O moleule with an OH bond pointing towards the graphene
and the oxygen atom just over the enter of a arbon hexagon ring. On the
other hand, the ab initio data provide a two-legged onformation with the
two OH bonds pointing towards graphene in a symmetri way. This might
be understood as the result of quantum zero-point-energy eets, sine the
dierene in energy between the two geometries may be of the order of the
zero point energy.
The assoiation (∆Ea/n) and binding energies (∆Eb) for the full graphite-
(H2O)n lusters, whih have been alulated as desribed in Setion 2 with
the TIP4P water-water interation, are plotted in Fig. 2. We also in-
lude in Fig. 2(a) the values of the polarization energy Vpol and water-
graphite dispersion-repulsion energy Vdr, as dened in Setion 2, for the lus-
ter global minima. The term Vpol osillates with n around an average value
of V pol = 3.33 kJ/mol; the two ontributions to Vpol, V‖ and V⊥, are similar
in magnitude with V‖ somewhat larger than V⊥. The term Vdr utuates also
around a slowly growing average as the number of water moleules lose to
the graphite surfae inreases. On average, eah of these water moleules
ontributes about 7.26 kJ/mol to Vdr. The water-graphite binding energies
orrespond quite losely to the sum of Vpol and Vdr, while the assoiation
energies are dominated by the water-water interation. The average value of
the assoiation energy per moleule in homogeneous TIP4P (H2O)n lusters
with 6 ≤ n ≤ 21 is ∼ 42 kJ/mol [18, 19℄. For water luster on graphite the
orresponding value turns out to be 44.6 kJ/mol, whih is omparable with
15
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Figure 2: (a) Polarization Vpol (dashed line) and dispersion-repulsion Vdr
(full line) ontributions to the potential energy of global minimum graphite-
(H2O)n lusters. (b) The orresponding assoiation energies per water
moleule, ∆Ea/n (full line), and binding energies, ∆Eb (dashed line). Global
minima in whih the struture of the (H2O)n moiety diers from the global
minimum of the orresponding TIP4P (H2O)n luster are marked aording
to the disussion in the text.
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the experimental value of 43.4 ± 2.9 kJ/mol [6℄. Any of these values orre-
sponds to the binding energy of a water moleule in a water luster, and it is
muh larger than the energy for binding a water moleule onto the graphite
surfae. This energy balane would support an hydrophobi nature of the
water-graphite interation.
For n = 1 we obtain a binding energy ∆Ea = ∆Eb = 8.81 kJ/mol.
This value is somewhat larger than our TIP4P binding energy for a water
moleule on graphene (∆Eb = 7.6 kJ/mol), and for the orresponding C60-
(H2O) luster (∆Eb = 6.31 kJ/mol) [23℄. Thus, the numbers provided above
for the binding energies of these three ompounds are, at least, physially
onsistent. In the present ase, the ontribution of the polarization energy to
the graphite-H2O binding energy is 2.08 kJ/mol; the orresponding value in
the C60-(H2O) luster was 2.32 kJ/mol [23℄. This larger value is a onsequene
of the important small-size quantum eets that make the polarizability of
the C60 moleule signiantly larger than that of a onduting sphere with
the geometrial C60 radius [35℄. The polarization energy is responsible for
orienting the H2O moleule with an OH bond pointing towards the graphite
surfae and the oxygen atom just over the enter of a hexagonal arbon ring
(Fig. 3).
The angle between the water C2 symmetry axis and our z-axis in the
n = 1 global minimum is 39.8 degrees, pratially idential to the orre-
sponding value in the C60-(H2O) luster (40.4 degrees) [23℄ and lose to the
experimental value in benzene (37 degrees) [36℄. A dierent water orientation
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Figure 3: Two views of the global minimum obtained for graphite-(H2O).
This gure, and those that follow, were prepared using the program XCrys-
Den [38℄.
with the two OH bonds pointing towards the graphite surfae is also a loal
minimum, but it has a slightly lower binding energy (∆Eb = 8.67 kJ/mol).
The energy dierene between this minimum and the global minimum (∼
0.14 kJ/mol) is so small that zero point energy eets might as well favor
the two-legged struture as the vibrationally averaged quantum global min-
imum [14℄. The equilibrium distane in the global minimum between the
oxygen and the graphite surfae is 3.12Å, whih is very lose to the ab initio
value (3.04Å) [16℄ and the orresponding values in water-C60 (3.19Å) [23℄
and water-benzene (experimental, 3.33Å) [36℄.
The strutures of the TIP4P lowest minima obtained for graphite-(H2O)n
are presented in Fig. 4.
Due to the hydrophobi nature of the water-graphite interation, the wa-
ter substruture is often very similar to that in the orresponding global
minimum of TIP4P (H2O)n [18, 19℄. In some ases the strutures are a-
tually idential (aside from minor dierenes in angles and distanes). The
18
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Figure 4: Likely global minima obtained for graphite-(H2O)n lusters.
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exeptions are labeled in Fig. 2: for those indiated by an asterisk (n =
6, 7, 11, 15, 17, 19, 21) the water substruture orresponds to a low-lying lo-
al minimum of TIP4P (H2O)n, rather than the global minimum. The energy
penalty for this hoie is mainly ompensated by a more favorable dispersion-
repulsion ontribution to the interation energy with graphite, whih arises
from a larger water-graphite ontat area. For example, in the graphite-
(H2O)6 global minimum the geometry of the water moiety orresponds to
the book struture, whih has also been identied as the lowest minimum
in the orresponding water-C60 luster [23℄. For the sizes in question, there
also exists a higher energy loal minimum in whih the water substruture
orresponds to the global minimum for TIP4P (H2O)n. The dierene be-
tween the assoiation energies of the global and loal minimum strutures of
eah of these graphite-(H2O)n lusters is 6.36, 4.11, 1.62, 1.66, 13.04, 16.39
and 9.41 kJ/mol for n = 6, 7, 11, 15, 17, 19, and 21, respetively.
For the lusters labeled with a irle in Fig. 2 (n = 9, 12, 13) the water
substruture orresponds to a perturbation of the TIP4P (H2O)n global min-
imum. In other words, relaxing the water moiety in the absene of graphite
does not lead to a nearby loal minimum, in ontrast to the ases above.
These graphite-(H2O)n strutures appear to be favored by polarization on-
tribution in the ase n = 12 (only the hydrogen-bond pattern is modied),
and both dispersion and polarization ontributions for the other two ases.
Notie that the struture of the water moiety up to n = 6 are basially
planar with an average oxygen-graphite distane zO = 3.22 Å; the n = 7
20
luster orresponds to a transition to two-layer water lusters (zO = 4.04
Å), and in the range 8 ≤ n ≤ 21, we have always two-layer water strutures
(zO = 4.53 Å) in whih the lusters with odd n have one more water moleule
in the layer loser to the graphite surfae.
The omplete two-layer water strutures for even n are preisely the stru-
tures of the global TIP4P free water lusters. Therefore, these strutures
interat with graphite in an optimal way and they keep their struture in
the orresponding water-graphite lusters. On the other hand, for odd n,
the free water global minima do not show optimal surfaes for its interation
with graphite, thus explaining why these lusters hange their struture to
minimize that interation energy. The hosen new strutures are sensibly
determined by those of either the n− 1 or n+1 lusters. Other water-water
potential models do not produe this alternating behavior in the struture
of the free water global minima and, therefore, we an expet also dierent
behavior in the water-graphite global minima for n ≥ 8, as some preliminary
results with the TIP3P model seem to onrm.
The alternating behavior found in the strutures of the water-graphite
global minima determines the behavior of the seond energy dierenes.
These aount for the relative luster stability and their values for assoi-
ation and binding energies, per water moleule, are plotted in Fig. 5. For
n > 7, we observe an osillation of period ∆n = 2, whih orresponds to the
disussed even-odd alternating strutures. The data for the assoiation ener-
gies indiate that lusters with even n are more stable than their neighbors.
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Figure 5: Seond energy dierenes per water moleule for the assoiation
energies (full line) and binding energies (dashed line) of water-graphite lus-
ters.
This pattern is in omplete orrelation with the orresponding behavior of
the TIP4P free water global minima. Fig. 5 shows that, in general, seond
dierenes for binding and assoiation energies are antiorrelated. The in-
reased stability seen in the binding energies of odd n lusters relative to
their neighbors is due to their extra water moleule in lose ontat with
the graphite surfae. From these features we onlude that the water-water
interation ertainly dominates the observed relative luster stability. Par-
tiularly stable lusters our for n = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20.
In the light of the preeding results, one ould ask a ouple of questions
that are relevant to assert the hydrophobi nature of the water-graphite in-
teration: Are there for n ≥ 7 water-graphite loal minima strutures, lose
in energy to the global minima, in whih the water moleules grow into a sin-
gle layer (wetting strutures)? How muh larger should the water-graphite
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interation be for the previous wetting strutures to beome the most sta-
ble ones? Answering to the seond question, we have found that we had to
multiply the value of the Lennard-Jones parameter εCO by almost a fator
of two for a wetting struture to beome the global minimum. This is on-
sistent with the analysis performed by Werder et al. [8℄ for the monomer
binding energy required to produe a wetting behavior. By relaxing the wet-
ting strutures found by this proedure to the losest loal minimum of our
original potential we have found that these wetting loal minima lie ∼ 2.2
kJ/mol per water moleule above the global minimum. Although these val-
ues are smaller than those found in C60(H2O)n lusters [23℄, the hydrophobi
nature of the water-graphite interation is also a quite robust property that
would require unphysial hanges in our model potential to modify it.
We have already shown by making use of the TIP3P potential that the
strutures of the global minima of the rst six water-graphite lusters are
going to depend weakly on the model hosen for the water-water interation.
However the dependene found in the struture of the water-graphite global
minima on the struture of the orresponding free water lusters and the
known dependene of the latter on the water-water interation model for
n > 6, would imply hanges in the struture of these larger water-graphite
lusters when a dierent water model is hosen. Preliminary results onrm
this predition, with hanges that are more signiant than those found for
C60(H2O)n lusters.
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4 Conlusions
Using a theoretially guided empirial potential energy surfae and basin-
hopping global optimization we have haraterized the geometrial strutures
and energetis of likely andidates for the global potential energy minima of
graphite-(H2O)n lusters up to n = 21. The strutures of these minima for
1 < n ≤ 6 oinide with those provided by other available alulations. For
n > 2, assoiation energies are dominated by the water-water interation
while the main ontribution to the binding energies omes from the disper-
sion energy. Our potential energy surfae provides a rather hydrophobi
water-graphite interation at the nanosopi level. As a onsequene of this
property the water substruture in the lowest energy lusters often orre-
sponds losely to a low-lying minimum of the appropriate (H2O)n luster.
In most ases the struture is simply a slightly relaxed version of the global
minimum for (H2O)n. However, the presene of graphite an indue hanges
in geometry of the water moiety.
For n = 6, 7, 11, 15, 17, 19, 21 the water substruture is based on a loal
minimum of (H2O)n, whih is lose in energy to the global minimum. The en-
ergy penalty for this hoie is mainly ompensated by the dispersion-repulsion
ontribution to the interation energy, beause the hange in struture gives
rise to a larger water-graphite ontat surfae. For n = 12 the water sub-
struture is based on a deformation of the free (H2O)12 with the same oxygen
framework as the global minimum, but a dierent hydrogen-bonding pattern.
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The dierent orientation of some of the OH bonds lose to the graphite sur-
fae inreases the polarization energy, whih stabilizes the struture. Finally,
for n = 9 and 13 the water substruture involves a more signiant defor-
mation of the global minimum, the energy penalty being ompensated by
both the polarization and dispersion terms. A lear alternating behavior in
whih the water moiety of the lusters with even n keep the struture of
the orresponding free water lusters, while their odd n neighbors hange it,
has been observed; this behavior has been shown to be ompletely orrelated
with that of the free water lusters, namely (H2O)n lusters with even n > 6
present faes that interat with graphite in an optimal way, while those with
odd n do not show this feature.
Our potential energy surfae also supports, for n > 6, wetting loal min-
ima in whih the water moleules grow into a single layer. The potential en-
ergies of these strutures lie at least 2.2 kJ/mol per water moleule above the
global minima. The presene of the graphite surfae is neessary to stabilize
the monolayer whih otherwise ollapses in the ases we have onsidered. In
this respet, we have also found that in order to make the wetting loal min-
ima to beome the luster global minima we should inrease the magnitude of
the graphite-water interation to unphysially high values. This implies that
the hydrophobi nature of the water-graphite interation at very low tem-
perature is a quite robust property that would require unphysial hanges in
our model potential to modify it.
In order to study the dependene of our qualitative piture on the model
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hosen for the water-water interation (the TIP4P potential was our primary
hoie), we have repeated our alulations for the TIP3P potential for n ≤
6. The global minimum strutures found for these lusters oinide with
those of the TIP4P model. However the dependene found in the struture
of the water-graphite global minima on the struture of the orresponding
free water lusters and the known dependene of the latter on the water-
water interation model for n > 6, would imply hanges in the struture of
these larger water-graphite lusters when a dierent water model is hosen.
Preliminary results the TIP3P model potential onrm this predition.
The lowest energy strutures obtained in the present work will be made
available for download from the Cambridge Cluster Database [37℄.
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